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Who are your primary buyers and sellers for net lease properties?
We are a buyer, a long-term principal investor and the leading company in the US engaged in net lease investments for middle market single 
tenant operational real estate (which is what STORE stands for).  Our customers (the sellers) are middle market companies that employ real 
estate in their businesses and who are engaged in retail, service and distribution activities nation-wide. 

With the increased institutionalization of the net lease sector, how difficult is it to find properties for individual investors? Have 
individual buyers had to change their standards? 
The total enterprise value of the publicly-traded net lease companies has grown meaningfully over the past few years, but still stands at 
just about $40 billion. To put this in context, that is less than 2% of the available market, making us still very much in the early phase of this 
institutionalization.  And, on any given day, there are probably $10 billion in listed assets that are visible on the internet.  So, individual 
buyers have a lot to choose from.  As a fluid market, relative investment values move frequently, so astute investors are constantly looking to 
alter their investment horizons as they feel appropriate.  

Geographically, where are you seeing properties trade?
We do business nationally and are engaged in fee simple assets, most of those free-standing. So, over thirty years, we have done business 
in about every state, but will tend to have more activity in suburban, rather than urban, markets. That would often place us throughout the 
Midwest and sunbelt states.
 
How would you describe the climate in the net lease retail sector over the last five years?
Well, 2008-2010 was clearly a time of capital contraction, with lease rated higher as a result.  Between 2010 and today, capital has returned 
to the market, though the “great recession” left resultant risk-averse investors with a preferred taste for investment-grade tenants.  As to the 
middle market companies, we have generally seen normalized average going in lease rates range between 7.5% and 9% over the past twenty 
years, which is still the case today.   
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